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Abstract

Body condition scoring system (BCS), despite being a standardized management tool and global indicator of dairy cow peripheral adiposity, suffers from not monitoring visceral adiposity. The abdominal splanchnic fats are of increasing significance in management of metabolic disorders and farm economics. Efforts must be made to address such a major pragmatic shortcoming of BCS and seek insights to account for it in modern dairy farm management.
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Introduction

The current approach does rank cows mainly based on visual monitoring of fat (and indirectly muscle) tissues in relation to skeletal features of different areas of the cow body. The regions include cow back, hips, shoulders, hindquarters, tail-head, brisket, ribs, vulva and external rectum. This involves a 5-scale scoring with 1 describing an extremely emaciated cow and 5 representing a very obese cow [1, 2]. However, BCS provides no data on invisible central fats deposited abdominally within and around splanchnic tissues. The objective of this perspective article was to critically evaluate the current in-use body condition scoring system (BCS) in managing dairy cows.

Discoveries and Discussion

Such visceral adipose tissues are now increasingly known to significantly regulate visceral and peripheral biochemistry and whole dairy cow metabolism and health [3, 4]. Visceral fats include several adipose depots namely mesenteric, epididymal white adipose tissue, and perirenal fats. Visceral fats secrete special proteins and messengers that when released into the liver, could highly induce inflammatory responses. These fats also produce hormones and proteins (e.g., leptin, resistin, adiponectin, and cytokines) that contribute to controlling feed intake and managing or exacerbating stress in transition and high-producing dairy cows. Visceral or abdominal adiposity may be closely linked to metabolic disorders and cardiovascular abnormalities as well as type 2 diabetes in human [5, 6]. Moreover, in women, visceral fats are somehow associated with breast cancer and gallbladder complexities. Visceral fat is metabolically considered as an adipose tissue for being highly related to human and animal health status. However, subcutaneous fats or peripheral adipose tissues are not very much as such [5-8].

The conventional BCS system does in no way monitor visceral fat deposits. As a result, it cannot estimate visceral fats contribution to dairy cow’s energetics, metabolic stresses, altered physiology, and ultimate health. Being cognizant of such a major limitation is of crucial importance when different cows having similar BCS, may possess totally different amount of visceral fats and intermediary metabolism [3, 4]. Although, subcutaneous depots may quantitatively be correlated with visceral adiposity, the nature of such a relationship has not yet been substantively delineated towards possible accurate estimations. Few recent studies suggest that such relationships may exist but BCS suffers from a lack of precision in reliably estimating the amount of visceral fats and addressing their contributions to overall dairy cow metabolism and health [3, 4].

Implications

Despite offering a globally feasible and multi-benefit management tool, due to its incapability to accurately and precisely estimate the amount and type of visceral fat depots in dairy cows, BCS cannot
monitor visceral fat contributions to altered cow physiology and health. This is of increasing importance in modern farming management since visceral adiposity is increasingly known to be highly related to risks form costly metabolic disorders such as fatty liver, systemic inflammation, ketosis, laminitis, mastitis, and metritis. Future research is required to describe on-farm approaches to overcome BCS limitations to optimize its application in managing dry, periparturient, and high-producing dairy cows.
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